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This will be an investment opportunity based on smart contracts and guaranteed by 
algorithmic certainty with an expected return on investment of more than 30 times!
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Market Demand     Socializing with Strangers

Social users of strangers (100 Million People)
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Social preferences of people born between 1995 and 2010

Social interaction between
 acquaintances

56.40%

Social interaction between 
strangers

43.60%

According to statistics from Statista, the global online stranger social market has increased year by year since 2017, reaching US$6.6 billion in 2020. 
Among them, North America and Europe are the main markets, accounting for 23% and 22% of the global online stranger social service market in 
2020, respectively. According to Statista data, the global online stranger social market will reach about $10 billion in 2025.

According to iiMedia Research, in recent years, the number of social users of strangers 
in Asia-Pacific alone has been growing, reaching 488 million in 2016 and close to 650
million in 2020. It breeds a market of 100 billion RMB level for strangers to socialize.

According to the "Survey Report on Social Concepts and Social Relationships of the Post-95s", 
over 80% of the surveyed users regard social software as an important way to expand their 
personal circles.According to data from the Mob Research Institute, among the born groups from 
1995 to 2010, 56.4% of users prefer socializing with strangers compared to the masked and 
utilitarian social circle of acquaintances. The needs and pain points do exist.

Data source:iiMedia Data source:Mob institute



Market Demand          Blind Box

Market scale of blind box industry from 2015 to 2024 (100 Million CNY)

THE CORE COMPETITIVENESS OF BLIND BOX TO BREAK THE CIRCLE
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Market size Growth rate
Strong sense of surprise

Strong social attributes

High premium

Blind boxes have random attributes. Only when you open the blind box will you know what you have drawn. This sales model has been favored by 
the younger generation of consumers in recent years. Attracted by factors such as high gross profit margin, high growth rate, innovative sales 
model and the emerging art toy market of 100 billion young people, capital and listed companies have rushed to the blind box market, and the 
blind box market has broad prospects.

According to statistics, by the end of 2020, the global blind box market reached $24.3 billion, and the blind box market in Asia reached $7.776 billion, 
accounting for about 32% of the global total; the size of the blind box industry in the North American market reached $5.589 billion, accounting for 
23%; the European blind box market size is US$5.103 billion, accounting for 21%.
According to the "2020 Blind Box Economic Insight Report" released by Mob Research Institute, the market size of China's blind box industry 
reached about 10.1 billion RMB in 2020, and it is expected to exceed 30 billion RMB in 2024.

The unique purchase method of the blind box makes 
users feel a strong sense of surprise when they open 
the blind box. The value of this surprise is part of the
blind box.

For different users, the product characteristics of 
different preferences can naturally form topics and 
circle cultures.

"Hidden items" with low probability of acquisition can
 promote active secondary market.



Market Demand       Strong demand for personal NFTs

Under the global epidemic, home 
employment has become the new
mainstream, especially the Asian 
market demand is about to rise

There is a strong demand for 
individuals to release NFT products
and seek value conversion

Since a large number of celebrities and sports 
athletes have issued personal NFTs in the second 
half of 2021 and sold them in Opensea, more and 
more ordinary people hope to obtain possible benefits 
through trendy encrypted works such as NFTs, 
especially in the global epidemic environment. As 
Japanese actresses, industry celebrities, models, 
sports and entertainment stars have begun to 
participate in the minting and sales of NFTs, this 
market is gradually moving towards a wider group of 
ordinary people. However, the current market 
threshold for blockchain NFT minting and marketing 
is a certain threshold for ordinary people. SoulMeta 
tries to help ordinary users to join the NFT nuggets 
trend with the least cost and the lowest threshold 
through the simplest humanized interaction operation.

A large number of people can only work from 
home under the epidemic-related policies, 
making a large number of enterprises enter a 
difficult period of operation. The Metaverse 
sector has been pushed to the forefront of the 
boom in the context of the global epidemic, and 
for ordinary users, how to find an opportunity to 
achieve high and stable income at home is more 
important. The market demand is urgent, 
SoulMeta can help users to mint their own photos 
and social contact information into NFT through 
the blockchain, and realize the leveraged 
attributes of low-cost investment and high-yield 
through blind boxes and technology. This will 
help solve a large number of families and 
individuals who are struggling in their lives under 
the epidemic.



  

Competitive Analysis        The Internet version of Soul APP is developing rapidly (non-blockchain)
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Soul’s prospectus shows that its average MAU in 2019/2020 was 11.5 million and 20.8 million, respectively, with a growth 
rate of 80.7%; in Q1 2021, MAU increased to 33.2 million, a year-on-year increase of 109.0%.
From 2019 to 2020, Soul App’s revenue was RMB 70.7 million and RMB 498 million respectively, a year- on-year increase 
of 604.3%. In 2021, Q1 revenue was RMB 238 million, a year-on-year increase of 260%.

Soul App was launched at the end of 2016. It is a social platform for the Z generation that builds relationships based
 on interest graphs and uses gamification to design products. According to the March 2021 data disclosed by Soul App, 
Soul App is one of the apps with the highest average daily DAU launches in the same category in the industry, and one 
of the apps with the highest daily average release rate and Gen Z user penetration rate. As an algorithm-driven social 
amusement park, Soul App's vision is to continuously build a social metaverse for young people.

Soul provides users with an immersive, low-latency social field, and innovative gameplay such as group chat parties and
Giftmoji further enhance the diverse experience of this "social metaverse".

 

Average monthly 
paying users (people)

Monthly active users 
(people)

Payment proportion 
(monthly average paying 
users / average MAU)
Average monthly 
income per paying 
user



About SoulMeta

Features

SoulMeta Platform Introduction

1 2 3 4

SoulMeta is a stranger social relationship platform created on the Binance Smart Chain with blockchain technology. The platform itself does not provide a chat function, but 
provides opportunities for social relationship building. Users can mint a large number of NFTs at low cost with their own photos and contact information and put them in the 
smart contract pool as a blind box. Other users can obtain photos and contact information of strangers by purchasing blind boxes, thereby forming a social relationship 
between strangers.

How to drive user engagement
Blind box minters: Whenever a user opens their NFT blind box, minters will get 25% of the sales. For example, if you can mint 100 of your own relationship blind boxes at 
the price of $4, you can get $100 in revenue when sold out.
Blind box buyers: Every time you buy a blind box, you can see the photos and contact information inside, and you can also get a SOUL Token. SOUL can be exchanged for 
USDT bonuses and increase the achievement rate of blind box sales.

SoulMeta does not require users to 
complete KYC authentication, it will be 
a truly decentralized SocialFi 
application. Users can earn USDT 
income by minting their own NFT blind 
box on the platform, and can also earn 
Token income by opening the blind box.

For each blind box sale, 25% of the 
revenue will enter the public reserve 
con t rac t  poo l .  When the  SOUL 
Tokens are destroyed to 100 million, 
the USDT in the contract pool will be 
re leased to  the users  who ho ld 
SOULs.

As long as you mint your own social 
NFT blind box, you can get an 
exclusive referral address, 
recommend others to participate in 
minting, and get a 12.5% sales 
commission for each minting and 
purchase.

All SOULs are mainly generated by 
purchasing blind boxes, and each blind 
box sale will generate 1 SOUL to the 
buyer. Neither the development team 
nor the organization has SOULs, and 
15 million SOULs are locked in the 
contract. Only when the team assists in 
completing the destruction of SOULs to 
100 million will this part of the reward 
be released. This will ensure that the 
team can continue to focus on the 
platform and benefit with all Token 
holders.



Architecture Logic Diagram

Minter connect wallet Choose Picture Open the blind boxPay 4 USDT Mint 
NFT

Fill in the contact information
（tg/tw/vx/email）

Inject SOUL and destroyIncrease 
the probability of being drawn

Social Platform
（tg/tw/vx/email）

Purchasing User
Connect Wallet

Pay 4 USDT 
Purchase Blind Box

View photos Get
 contract information

Mint 100 1155NFT blind
 boxes into the contract pool

The withdrawn blind box enters 
the buyer's wallet address

Destroyed to only 100 
million SOULs left Reserves

Minter

Platform

Referrer

Minter

SOUL Circ ulation is 1 Billion

SOUL Holder 

Trigger Contract

Gain one 
SOUL

Distribute according to the
 weight of holding coins
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SOUL Holder 

SOUL Holder 



User portrait: Global Epidemic - SoulMeta - Everyone makes money online by minting NFT

User A 
Use photos to send NFT Blind Box at home, 
Wait and sell to make money (Social-to-Earn)

User B
Open the blind box at home to mine SOUL to trade,
Gain new opportunities for social networking

Mint 100 NFT 
Blind Boxes 
for $4

Earn $1 
each time a 
blind box is 
opened

$4 to open an
NFT blind box

Each blind box
can mine 
1 SOUL

SOUL 
exchange 
reserve pool of 
900 million US 
dollars

Architecture

100 * 1=100 USD income

Harvest a SOUL be exchanged for 
9USD in the future

Gain a social connection



Development Plan

2022 Q2 2022 Q3

2022 Q4

2023 Q1 2023 Q2

SoulMeta V1 version is launched, and the blind box NFT evaluation function will be upgraded in V1.5 to promote the 
quality and health of content minting.
The CryptoD.Frog NFT community development plan is launched, which will release 1,000 CryptoD.Frog NFTs to 
the community task system to promote the comprehensive development of SoulMeta's community. 
Preliminarily completed the financing of some crypto investment institutions based on platform equity, acquired an 
NFT trading market, and prepared to develop the market application value of SOUL.
SOUL will be launched on the DEX, and will also connect the value exchange between META(the core its DeFi) and 
other multi-chains. 
An NFT avatar minting system based on 3D self-creation will be launched, and at the same time, it will support the 
use of it to capture pets and select online arenas for battle entertainment with other players. 

A blind box NFT time bank function for KOL services on social platforms such as Twitter will be launched.
Launched a visual six-degree separation module, and the NFT node authorized by the user will be able to support 
the point-to-point relationship network query function, and more SOUL- based scenarios. 
The value integration and market-oriented operation of multi-chain equity NFT will be completed, the market 
operation of equity NFT will reach a mature stage.
Completed the support and development of the Ethereum Layer 2 protocol, enter the market expansion stage of 
NFT at the same time. 

Cumulative payment of treasury contracts is expected to exceed $1 million.
At the same time, SOUL's DeFi product module will be launched to activate the function of liquid LP derivatives. 
META enters the contract audit output stage.
The product will launch the V2 version, including the square NFT display area, the B-side welfare NFT blind box 
function and 3D Arena.
The beta version of the audio and short video blind box NFT will be launched on the NFT blind box product. A variety 
of innovative NFT interaction methods and gameplays such as NFT stake and mining will be launched.
The development progress of the SoulMeta multi-chain plan and the public beta version on some chains will be 
released, and the mirror migration on the Polygon, Tron, and Solana will be completed.
Launched the mortgage loan function and ABS product of NFT mixed assets based on META. Users can earn 
META during use, which can be used to deduct interest and expenses. 

Improve the management and voting mechanism functions of SoulMeta's CryptoD.Frog NFT DAO, and officially 
launch the community autonomous management function.
The META DAO management mechanism will be fully launched, taking over the management of SoulMeta on each 
chain, promoting the transformation of market value and the expansion of new functions. 
Completed the development of exclusive encryption algorithms, which will further upgrade the security and privacy 
functions of SoulMeta's system NFT.
Will launch a derivative value plan to exchange for the national treasury, and the core will focus on the decentralized 
secure lending service to develop greater income conversion for platform users. 

The decentralized social chat function will be launched with the cooperative public chain, and the privacy, security 
and decentralization of chat content will be realized based on Web3.
Upgrade the V2 version of the six-degree separation function to achieve a more accurate visual network search path, 
and will be upgraded to a fee-based service. 
The platform will enter the second stage of equity financing, and will try a new cooperation model with traditional 
capital through DAO. 



  

Platform Vision and Revenue Forecast

2022.Q3                                     2022.Q4                                     2023.Q1                                      2023.Q2                                     2023.Q3                                     2023.Q4

Platform Fee
(50,000*4*10*12.5%)
Quarterly Revenue of 250,000

Platform Fee
(100,000*4*20*12.5%)
Quarterly Revenue of $1 
Million

Set the average customer 
order（$120）
Quarterly spend 30 mints 
and purchases

Set the average 
customer order（$240）
Quarterly spend 60 mints 
and purchases

Set the average 
customer order（$ 240）
Quarterly spend 60 
mints and purchases

Set the average 
customer order（$240）
Quarterly spend 60 
mints and purchases

Platform Fee
(200,000*4*30*12.5%)
Quarterly Revenue of $3 
Million

Platform Fee
(400,000*4*60*12.5%)
Quarterly Revenue of $12 
Million

Platform Fee
(800,000*4*60*12.5%)
Quarterly Revenue of $24 
Million

Platform Fee
(1,200,000*4*60*12.5%)
Quarterly Revenue of $36 
Million

The first phase of the platform 
will be launched and its 
functions will be improved
The cumulative number of 
users is expected to be 50,000
Quarterly cumulative 
transaction volume of US$2 
million

The cumulative number of 
users is expected to be 
100,000
Quarterly cumulative 
transaction volume of US$8 
million

The cumulative number of 
users is expected to be 
200,000
Quarterly cumulative 
transaction volume of US$24 
million

The cumulative number of 
users is expected to be 
400,000
Quarterly cumulative 
transaction volume of 
US$96 million

The cumulative number of 
users is expected to be 
800,000
Quarterly cumulative 
transaction volume of US$192 
million

The cumulative number 
of users is expected to 
be 1,200,000
Quarterly cumulative 
transaction volume of 
US$288 million

Set the average customer 
order（$40）
Quarterly spend 10 mints and 
purchases

Set the average customer 
order（$80）
Quarterly spend 20 mints 
and purchases



SOUL'S TOKEN VALUE PROTECTION MECHANISM:

SOUL Token Economic Model Design

Sales Mining / Minting 1 SOUL 
for every blind box sold.

98.5%

98.5%
NFT blind box transaction starts mining.

Release after the number of SOUL 
is destroyed to 100 million 
Development Team/Investment.

1.5%

The total number of SOUL Tokens issued is 1 billion, which supports the deflationary destruction mechanism. When the 
number of SOUL destroyed to only 100 million left, the reserve contract will be triggered to release the reserved USDT to 
the holding address.

SOUL has neither institutional private Tokens nor team reserved Tokens. Only 15 
million fixed Tokens are locked in the contract, and will only be released when the 
number of Tokens is deflated and destroyed to 100 million. This will motivate the 
development team to continue to contribute to the project and share the final benefits 
with Token holders.

25% of the USDT from the sales of NFT blind boxes will be transferred to the 
reserve smart contract, and will be released to the holders when SOUL deflates to 
100 million.

1.5%
Development Team/Investment/The others.



Introduction of development team members

Josh Knowles
CEO

Adam Davis
Architecture design

Joe Bellamy
CTO

Anne Wilson
Art Design Direction

David Knowles
Product Design Director

Master: University of New South 
Wales, Actuarial Studies” 
Bachelor: University of Liverpool
Applied Mathematics Major: 
Mathematical Statistics, 
Financial Investment Statistics, 
Economic Fundamentals, 
Pricing Model, Risk Analysis. 
Responsible for the 
development of the game smart 
contract code and the analysis 
and simulation of the pricing 
system.

Master: Boston University, USA. 
MA in Mathematics, Science and 
Finance.
Specialties: Advanced Financial 
Algorithms, Portfolio Theory, 
Advanced derivatives, credit 
models, financial risk 
management model analysis and 
design.
Responsible for the construction 
and testing of the overall 
economic model of the game, and 
has been engaged in the design 
of financial-related game value 
balance for many years.

Senior computer development 
engineer, graduated from MIT. 
Joe has been developing the 
core game logic of large games 
for SE for many years.
Joe entered the DeFi field two 
years ago and started 
researching the development 
bridge between blockchain and 
games. He has participated in the 
core development of several 
elarge-scale Dex, and is currently 
responsible for the core program 
development of the entire game 
and the writing and auditing of 
smart contracts.

Anna has been engaged in art 
design for many years and loves 
CGart design very much. The game 
studio she founded with David has 
always been an award-winning 
studio in the high-quality graphic 
design selection of Sony's 
playstation series, with a very wide 
range of art and design styles.

Senior game product designer, once 
owned a game studio. Develop third-
party video games for Sony and 
Microsoft. Many of the games he has 
developed are on the TV game charts. 
With extensive game development 
experience, manage design creativity 
and game development progress 
throughout the year. Currently 
responsible for the creative and 
derivative gameplay design of the game.



  

Explanation of SoulMeta 
equity distribution rights

15 million SOULs 
$900 million * 15% = $135 million

Claim the locked Tokens of 
the SOUL team

Receive SOUL Sales Dividends

1% of the equity can 
correspond to a reserve value 

of $1.35 million

1% of the equity can correspond 
to a reserve value of $4.06 million 

Product Coordination 
21% Equity = $28.35 million

2,100 product NFTs
（721 Contract）

1,400 Technical NFTs
（721 Contract）

      1,000 Community NFTs    
（721 Contract）

   2,100 Operational NFTs   
（721 Contract）

  1,400 Business NFTs     
（721 Contract）

   1,000 Institutional NFTs 
（721 Contract）

Technology Development 
14% Equity = $18.9 million

Community Partnership 
10% Equity = $13.5 million

Global Operations 21% 
Equity = $28.35 million

 Business Cooperation 
14% Equity = $18.9 million

Institutional Partnership 
10% Equity = $13.5 million

The system will mint 7 different numbers of NFTs in 721 format, a total of 10,000 pieces. The number of each type is different. Please refer to the figure above. 
Each NFT has a Dao voting right. When the USDT in the platform reserve contract reaches a multiple of 225 million, a Dao voting summary review will be initiated. 
The voting is mainly for the management of the NFT release contracts of 7 different functions to ensure that the addresses of each function contribute to the project. 
If no contribution is made, the original address will be modified in the event that 70% of the votes decide to modify the address. (By default, the address will receive 
25% of the NFT after the first SAFT. If there is no contribution, the DAO will vote to determine its subsequent NFT acquisition rights)

The 7 types of NFTs corresponding to the addresses that sign the SAFT are released in four times, each time is 25% of the NFTs. For example, the NFTs of the 
operation group are released for the first time at 525, accounting for 25% of the total. It can be released after signing the SAFT for the first time.

Total value of at least $135million

Total value of at least $450million

Token distribution to the team 
(USDT Reserve pool)

   1,000 Design NFTs 
（721 Contract）

Brand IP design 10% 
Equity = $13.5 million



Explanation of SoulMeta
equity distribution rights

21% Product Dividend Pool
= $94,50 million

14% Technology Dividend Pool
= $63 million

10% Community Dividend Pool
= $45 million

21% Operating Dividend Pool
= $94,50 million

14% Business Dividend Pool
= $63 million

10% Institutional Dividend Pool
= $45 million

Special Reminder:

Distribution of sales dividends 
(revenue USDT pool)

USDT dividends in the sales dividend pool can only be claimed if the wallet address holds more than 25% of the corresponding functional NFT, and the 
address occupies the largest holding amount.

All NFTs can be freely traded or changed hands after being claimed, but once the number of NFTs with a specific weight is not met, the rewards in the 
corresponding contract pool will not be claimed.

50% is used for the construction of 
shareholder dividend bonus 
pool(Buffer dividend: automatically 
transfer to a smart dividend pool 
every time the accumulated amount 
reaches $10,000)

50% is used for platform
operation expenses, event holding, 
and new function development

Every time the blind box is opened, $0.8 will 
be injected, and 1 billion openings of the 
blind box will inject $800 million.

Every time the blind box is minted, $1.2 will 
be injected. If the minting is calculated at 
1:100, the opening of 1 billion blind boxes 
requires 10 million times minting = 12 
million USD

Selling a blind box produces 1 SOUL 
Requires 900 million SOULs to be produced 
and destroyed

SOUL circulation is 1 billion
The reserve USDT will be released when the 
destruction reaches 100 million

10% Brand IP Design Dividend 
Pool = $45 million



Explanation of SoulMeta 
equity distribution rights 

SoulMeta will use the mascot CryptoD.Frog to mint NFTs in 721 format for 7 occupations 
(supports cross-chain conversion between BNB-ETH by default)
The 7 occupations are: Product Frog, Technical Frog, Community Frog, Business Frog, 
Operation Frog, Institutional Frog, and Design Frog.
The frog NFT of each occupation will be transferred in batches after signing the SAFT according 
to the address provided by the relevant partner/investment institution/cooperative community 
leader.
The frog NFT of each occupation can participate in important resolutions and issues through 
voting governance on SoulMeta's governance platform. The frog NFT of each occupation can 
obtain the USDT in the corresponding dividend pool and the huge reserve fund when the final 
reserve pool is released.
The advantage of using NFT is that the management and exercise of rights will be guaranteed by 
smart contracts, which can eliminate the interference of human factors.
Another advantage of using NFT is that institutions and partners can also choose whether to sell 
the NFT they hold in the NFT market to make a profit in advance.
Due to the huge value of digital assets implied by these frog NFTs, please decide carefully 
whether to resell or sell them in advance.

There is also a 0th image, the base version of CryptoD.Frog, which is SoulMeta's mascot. 
All Blind Box enclosures will also take the shape of the base CryptoD.Frog for 
promotional use.
The platform will release some commemorative versions of the basic CryptoD.Frog NFT 
according to different time periods, and users can modify the appearance of the basic 
CryptoD.Frog by using SOUL. After that, these self-modified CryptoD.Frog NFT avatars 
can be traded in the NFT market.

Why use NFTs to manage SoulMeta's 
equity and Token rights?



SOULMETA
SocialFi + NFT Blind Box + Reserve Algorithmic Tokens


